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Operations management / Long term vision   
 

 

Fact-based management 

Wealth creation stems from an acute understanding of the needs of consumers and the 

company's ability to respond to markets. Customer-centered organizations find it much 

easier to streamline processes and make sound decisions.  

 

To meet corporate objectives, everybody must focus on performance metrics, the 

identification of profit drivers and the search for new insight.     

    

Companies that stand out in daily operations are characterized by fast and consistent 

decisions. Well connected with their customers, they seize opportunities, create 

differentiated products & services and successfully engage in database marketing and 

CRM, multiplying profitable interactions with target customers.  

    

Vision and innovation   

Holding a large share of existing markets is no guarantee of remaining successful in 

future markets. To position the company in future markets, the CEO must foresee the 

future of the industry, cultivate a widespread will to innovate and create a culture of 

teamwork and concerted action. The top management team must promote the diversity of 

thoughts, 'decisive dialogues' and fact-based decision-making. The atmosphere that 

presides at your strategic meetings is closely correlated with the success of your projects 

and with the growth rate of your company. 

   

Your share of future markets is largely determined by your vision, your ability to inspire 

the entire staff and the capacity to tackle prospective matters and conduct simulations. To 

design growth strategies requires that people share information and ideas. Successful 

implementation requires getting everyone involved creatively in the execution of the 

approved plan.   

 

We help companies in the areas of innovation and project implementation by applying 

our competencies to their vision and their know-how. To support growth, strengthen 

branding or foster innovation, we use Data Mining, predictive analytics and simulations, 

together with our planning skills.  

 

For additional information, please visit our web site www.axoneintelligence.com or 

contact us.  

 

Denis Proulx, co-founder, Axone Intelligence Inc.  
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